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Our personal carbon budget
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We want to propel humanity to a sustainable state 
of existence by quan7fying, and making widely 
accessible, the impact of every choice we make



Who’s Tomorrow?

We’re data scientists, software engineers & energy experts 

We’re based in ! Copenhagen and " Paris





Airplanes

Vegetables

Chicken

Electricity

Red meat

Your global warming impact



www.electricitymap.org



CO2 consumed = CO2 produced

country footprint * (total produc8on + total import - total export) 

=

power consumed in the country

∑ (produc8on * produc8on footprint) 

+    ∑ (import * country footprint) 

-     country footprint * ∑ export

Locally produced 

Imported 

Exported

How do we calculate CO2?



Example with 3 countries

x1 * (produced1 + imported1)

How do we calculate CO2?

=       ∑_1 prodfp

- x1 * flow21 =

x3 * (produced3 + imported3) = ∑_3 prodfp

1 2

3

x1 

x2 

x3

=

-x3 * flow13

∑_2 prodfpx2 * (produced2 + imported2)

-x2 * flow12

-x3 * flow23

- x1 * flow31 -x2 * flow13





Storage

We must keep track of the carbon intensity  
of the electricity stored



www.electricitymap.org



www.electricitymap.org





www.co2signal.com



Etat: économie

65% origine 
fossile



Etat: chauffage

8% origine 
fossile





What the future holds - how you can help
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Demand response always reduces the power 
production of the most expensive plant

Marginal signal Average signal

Small Demand 
Response

Only the marginal intensity of the 
peaking plant is required Only the average signal is required

Large Demand 
Response

The marginal curve is required

The average curve (depending on 
consumption level) is required. It will 

take into account the fact that the 
peaking plants is turned on/off in a 

specific order.

Computational 
complexity

High

Low for small DR 
High for large DR (because needs to 
factor in the order in which plants are 

turned on/off)

Sensitivity to error High Low

Calculation of saved 
emissions

Simple to calculate:  
- Small DR: signal * deltaPower 
- Large DR: integrate(signal*dP) from 

0 to deltaPower over curve

It is wrong to do signal * deltaPower, 
because it violates the top 

assumption!!!! 
We need to go through marginal 

curves instead 


















